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Abstract— Breast cancer has emerged as a leading cause of
death in women around the globe. The detection of early onset
of breast cancer is very important. The CAD (computer aided
diagnosis) have surfaced as an assistive medical diagnostic tool
which help a great deal in patient care and management by
reducing the ratio of false positive results and by enabling a
speedy diagnosis. The rapid progression in the development of
highly sophisticated deep learning based image processing
methods has facilitated the computer aided automatic detection
of breast cancer. In this manuscript we have presented a brief
review of the most recent trends in deep learning based breast
cancer detection methods. This paper besides laying a general
framework of a CAD tool also eludes upon various preprocessing and segmentation methods.
Keywords— Medical image, breast cancer, deep learning,
machine learning, lesion, classifiers

I. INTRODUCTION

positive diagnosis [2-5]. The false diagnosis results in extreme
patient discomfort, increased expenditure and further
psychological implications. Also tumour is an extremely element
of medical investigation. Even expert radiologists fail to
sometimes interpret the exact scenario. Hence the CAD tool
have become indispensable in order to assist the radio-diagnosis
in the field of breast related oncology.
In current scenario, computer aided analysis is readily employed
as pattern recognition software which helps in identifying the
abnormalities (malignant or benign) and marks them for the
radiologists. In a study given in [6 7,] CAD analysis helps in
reducing the false negative rate by 77%. It was also found that
CAD systems are quite accurate in detecting microcalcifications, ductal carcinoma in situ and invasive lobular
carcinoma. The most popular CAD system is the R2 Image
Checker.
Due to the growing popularity of the CAD models and tools
various investigation methods and algorithms have been
designed by researchers worldwide in order to analyse breast
images from different perspectives depending on the type of
disease. Basically the concept of machine learning (ML) and
artificial intelligence has largely influenced this field of biomedical engineering. A ML-CAD model is comprised of
extraction of the desired feature followed by classification via
learned machine. A general framework for breast image cancer
detection can be summarised as follows [3,8,9]:
I.Selecting and extracting the feature detail quantized by shape,
intensity and texture of suspected region

Breast cancer has become one of the leading causes of death in
women in recent past. Cancer can be termed as an abnormal
growth, where some cells tend to grow in an aberrant manner.
Due to the anatomy of human body women are much more
vulnerable to breast cancer. Breast cancer occurs when tissues
of breast starts getting uncontrollably divided. In the year 2019,
42260 deaths were reported due to breast cancer (American
Society of Cancer). According to [1], with an annual incidence
rate of 144000 new cases of breast cancer, it has become the
most common type of female cancer in urban India. It
proliferates through lobules (tissues containing glands for milk
production) to ducts which joins lobules to nipples. Breast also
II.CLASSIFIER MODEL
contains connective, lymphatic and fatty tissues.
III.Performance Evaluation parameter
Early detection and visualisation of cancer hence becomes IV.Output via classifier.
utterly important for saving lives of people. Breast cancer is
An efficient machine learning CAD tool consists of pretypically diagnosed through a screening examination before the
processing of source images, image segmentation and feature
symptoms have developed or when a woman suspects a lump.
extraction and post processing. For a ML-CAD tool to work
Most lumps visualized in radiographic imaging are benign in
optimally feature extraction is the key step. Deep learning based
nature and do not grow in an uncontrollable manner. However if
methods gave an advantage of generating high level feature
a lesion or tumour is suspected after imaging, microscopic
representation directly from raw images. In order to establish the
analysis of breast tissue are essential. Mammography, Magnetic
user friendly framework of these CAD tools, Graphical
resonance imaging, sonography, histopathical images, computed
Processing Unit (GPU) are being employed in parallel in order to
tomography and physical examinations are most commonly
facilitate recognition of images and extraction of features. For
employed diagnostic tools for breast cancer. Among them Full
the design and development of these tools there are wide range
Field Digital Mammography, nuclear medicine, thermographs
of datasets which are publicly available which include BreakHis,
and contrast enhanced digital mammography are new emerging
INbreast, Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trail (DLCST),
modalities for cancer care and management. For an assistive
MITOSTAPIA and Image Database resource initiative (IDRI)
screening and detection, one anticipates continuous linear
[1-8]. The various cancer detection stages can be understood as:
growth of tumour. However if such assumptions are not correct
(1) Pre-processing of noisy raw source images, contrast
and tumour depicts a heterogenic growth, this can lead to false
enhancement, colour correction and hair removal. (2) Image
IJERTV8IS120191
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segmentation using supervised learning, histogram thresholding
and probabilistic modelling and graph theory. (3) Post
processing employing morphological operations and smoothing.

a

b

Fig 1 (a) shows a breast mammogram; (b) breast MRI [9]

Table 1: DATASET types for imaging techniques in breast
cancer [4, 5, 8]
Imaging type

Advantages

Disadvantages

Features

Mammography
MIAS, DDSM,
INBREAST,
BCDR

Detects micro
calcifications,
uses low xRay doses

False alarm, low
contrast, less in
case of dense
breasts

MRI
Breast-MRINACT-Pilot
QIN-Breast
MouseMammary
Thermography

Non-invasive,
high temporal
resolution

Memory
requirement,
patient
discomfort

Standardized
method for
detection of
early onset of
breast cancer
Detects breast
cancer

Non-invasive

Ultrasound

Quick, Highly
sensitive,
widely
accessible

Histopathology
TCGA-BRCA
BreakHis

High spectral
features, easy
segmentation

Low resolution
of infrared
cameras
Technician
sensitive,
quality depends
on personnel
doing the scan
Does not
provide a
complete
diagnostic
picture

Suitable for
muscle tissue
For dense and
soft tissues

Extensively
worked upon

Amongst the various established machine learning based
methods most popular methods include support vector machines,
convolutional neural networks, genetic algorithm as optimizer,
naïve Bayes classifier, Artificial neural networks, nearest
neighbours, random forest and decision trees. The major
underlying criterion for an efficient method is to aim at retrieval
of intrinsic features of suspicious lesions. Based on the
performance and type of feature selection methods we aim at
outlining a brief review of various ML-CAD tools for breast
cancer detection.

II. RECENT TRENDS IN BREAST CANCER DETECTION
The procedure for employing a pre-trained machine learning
CAD model in order to determine the malignancy of a lesion
entails: (i) outlining of a suspicious region or region of interest
(ROI); (ii) Feature extraction is used to quantify the ROI with
scalar variables; (iii) feature selection is necessary to lower the
feature dimension and to facilitate the retrieval of information;
(iv) output of the labelled lesion is predicted using ML as
classifier output [4,5].
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In a recent work in 2019 documented in [10], a convolutional
network based method for the classification of the screening
mammograms was developed using full field digital
mammography using INbreast database and Digital Database.
This method was able to detect the prevalence of cancer in
breast on mammogram screening. The “end to end” approach
employed in this method was capable of leveraging the
training data sets with only the label of cancer or with full
clinical annotation. This method by achieving high level of
accuracy on heterogeneous mammograms holds to deliver
improved clinical tools with reduced false mammography
results. In another deep CNN based approach, examination of
histopathological images has been presented using
Inception_V3 and Inception_ResNet_V2 trained with transfer
learning techniques. The model is trained to perform binary as
well multi-class classification of images with breast cancer by
re-training the parameters in the fully connected layer. The
experimental methods depict that this trained architecture is
able to extract higher informative level of features and
Inception_ResNet_V2 network based deep transfer learning is
a potential method for analysis of histopathological images
[11].
Amongst the artificial intelligence based methods, SVM
(Support Vector Machine) is most commonly employed
technique for breast cancer detection. This technique inspired
by statistical learning theory has incorporated the machine
learning set. Besides able to operate on optional features
eliminating the need to create independent hypotheses, this
method is also able to reduce the over-fitting problem in the
training data [4]. In case of fuzzy SVM, the fuzzy membership
function is employed to weigh each sample in the training set.
This method assures that each sample is weighed by one or
more classes. In [12] a fuzzy SVM based machine learning
method is presented in order to detect breast cancer in
ultrasound images. This method combines textural and
morphological features and delivers an accuracy of 95.85%
and sensitivity of 91.46%. Another deep learning approach is
given in [13] to detect breast lesions and nodules in ultrasound
images. As a part of pre-classifier stage this method employs
equalization of histogram, image cropping and marginal
augmentation. For classifying, this method uses CNN based
architecture. The authors claim that that classification of
malignant sets showed promising results.
With an outstanding effect of outperforming the Tyrer-Cusick
model (version 8)-a latest clinical standard, authors in [14]
designed three stage deep learning model that employs
conventional risk factors (patient questionnaire and medical
records to assess breast cancer. This method affirmed the
finding that where mammography data entails information
indicating risk, DL method is able to efficiently deduce this
data. In order to match the decision accuracy given by an
expert panel of radiologists, a multi-view DCNN based
method has been presented in [15]. Due to the presence of fine
intricate features in medical images, the existing architecture
is inadequate and are trained for natural images. Besides, these
architectures work on heavily downsized image which limit
the performance in case of medical images to a large extent.
The.
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Fig2: Block Diagram of a basic CAD tool

Table 2: Various methods employed in different stages of ML-CAD tools [8]
Pre-processing

Image segmentation

Feature extraction

Bad Pixel: anomalous pixel depicting abrupt behaviour from the rest of the array; a black or
white pixel; replaced by average of neighbouring pixels
Noise removal: Most important pre-processing technique. e.g gabor filter, morphological
operations, Non-local mean filter
Vignetting: source of noise in thermograms, generates a darkening effect; occurs due to
temperature difference in ambient area of affected region
Temperature calibration: In case of infrared images grey scale values into a temperature
function
Edge Detection method: detects the discontinuities and sharp edges; not suitable for low
contrast details.
Region dependent method: employed where pixel in nearby are similar, separation and
assembly of target area; large memory requirement
Thersholding method: suitable for images with well defined edges; computationally
efficient; no need of prior knowledge
Fuzzy method: employs fuzzy operators and mathematics; suitable in linguistic phrases,
computationally complex
Neural networks: used for clustering and categorization; requires large amount of time for
training
Mean, Entropy, homogeneity, correlation, coarseness, kurtosis, energy, variance, standard
deviation, contrast, line likeness

method proposed in this work was evaluated on large scale of
886000 mammographic images. This method reaffirms the idea
that usage of full size medical images is imperative to increased
performance of network architecture. The level of performance
and accuracy of a classifier is largely affected by the quality of
the raw input images. The input images are corrupted with noise
and contrast adjustment is required in order to avoid
misclassifications in the final result. In a work given in [16]
mammograms are pre-processed using morphological operations
and gabor filtering. A deep learning based breast cancer
detection model has been presented using SVM, CNN and
Random Forest as classifiers. This method suggests that CNN
are a better tool for high level of breast lesion detection. Machine
learning algorithms have taken a hold across the oncology
community to generate classification based prognostic models to
monitor progression of cancer stages and survivability.
Particularly semi-supervised learning machine learning methods
have been designed for the breast cancer detection on SEER
(Surveillance Program, Epidemiology, and End Results)
datasets. However these methods do not take into consideration
of the proliferation index. In order to harness the attributes of
wide range of methods, a combined approach of machine
learning and random optimization which seeks decision and
interpretability both together has been designed [17]. Another
approach given in [18] presents an unsupervised learning that
can carry large number of prognostic features into consideration.
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A large amount of literature has been documented in context of
breast cancer diagnose and detection on varied type of dataset.
Most of the methods designed for histological images are deep
learning based for instance: UNet and AlexNet and are capable
of automatic learning which is representative of data [19-22].
Another well known methods include combinational approaches
of Deep learning networks and SVM, Adaboost and Random
forest classifiers. Many a times even established researchers/
design teams opt for different training strategies for a specific
task using the same data set and similar network architecture and
end up obtaining widely different results [23, 24].
A CNN based method ISB2016 (27 layers) gave an outstanding
performance for the detection of metastasis. An approach to
distinguish between malignant and benign tissues was presented
using CNN based on AlexNet [25]. A multi-classification
method was employed to develop three configurations of ResNet
in order to classify ICIAR2018 BACH challenge. Besides these
CNN trained end to end classification techniques, other popular
approaches are unsupervised networks which are auto-encoder
(AE) based. AE are primarily employed for pre-training of
neural networks and are thoroughly optimized to learn the
principal features of the data. In [26], a sparse AE representation
is given in order to identify the regions which are closely related
to basal cell carcinoma detection. Other than this a stacked
sparse AE framework has been given in [27] for the automatic
detection of nucleus in breast cancer dataset. In order to target
two cases of applications i.e. lymphoma subtype classification
and invasive ductal carcinoma, a residual convolutional neural
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network model derived from FusionNet and auto-encoder based
has been presented in [19]. The method has been trained to
automatically analyse Hemotoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stained
histopathical images. In [28], a system is proposed which
integrates breast segmentation model with region based
convolutional network to match the classification accuracy of
BI-RADS score. Another CNN based approach is given in [29]
on similar dataset
Different segmentation approaches affect the efficacy of a
classifying algorithm. In order to classify benign and malignant
lesions in breast mammograms a deep learning based algorithm
involving two methods for segmentation has been proposed in
[30]. The two approaches follows manual determination of
region of interest and threshold based segmentation respectively.
The method trained using AlexNet is able to achieve
considerable level of accuracy as last fully connected layered is
joined to SVM classifier. A fully convolutional auto-encoder
based approach has been presented in [31] for invasive
carcinoma diagnosis in H&E stained breast images. This method
presents a pattern mining approach by learning the contrast
pattern differences in malignant and benign tissues. The
evaluation of the presented method is carried out on a publicly
available data set and was able to detect the malignant cluster
cells in an image.
Besides these highly efficient methods, a
computationally simple and easy wavelet neural network based
approach has been given in [32]. This method presents an
improvisation of existing artificial neural network based methods
by employing wavelets as the activation function. Amongst
various new surfacing ideas for breast cancer detection, another
interesting approach presents processing of the routine blood
analysis by employing machine learning algorithms such as
Artificial Neural Networks, SVM, K-nearest neighbour and
standard extreme learning Machine [33]. With an attempt to
design an efficient segmentation technique authors in [34]
extracted the cancerous region from thermograms by combining
the Firefly algorithm assisted Kapur’s entropy and Hidden
Markov random field. The results obtained are highly promising
and give better quality as compared to Distance Regularized
Level Set (DRLS).On similar lines a work given in [35] presents
Method
CNN
K-means clustering
Deep learning
CNN
SVM
Cascade
forward
back
propagation artificial neural
network
A 3 layered CNN
Transfer learning method
AlexNet
A 7 layered CNN model
Transferred VGG (deep
neural network)
Transferred
VGG/ResNet/Inception
K-NN
Deep learning

Ref. No
[10]
[11]
[14]
[17]
[4, 37]
[4, 38]

Feed-Forward propagation
artificial neural network
Naïve Bayes
Genetic algorithm

a hybrid framework in order to assess the breast abnormality.
This method combines together SGO+KE (social group
optimization and kapur’s entropy) thresholding to extort and
examine the breast abnormality and also to group the similar
pixel values. With the help of fuzzy C-mean clustering the
threshold result is segmented into three regions. The proposed
method is able to exhibit an exceptional performance of DITI
India and Visual Lab dataset. In the terms of emerging
technologies for breast lesion techniques, microwave imaging
due to their dielectric properties gives a safe and non-ionizing
platform to distinguish between unhealthy and healthy issues. In
microwave imaging microwave signals are transmitted through
the tissue and dedicated receiving and transmitting antenna set
up gathers the scattering parameters. In [36], a successful
attempt has been made to augment machine learning with
microwave engineering for breast cancer detection. The various
machine learning algorithms like SVM and Multi-layered
perceptron have been trained which are able to achieve high
level of accuracy for lesion the detection. A work given in [49]
classifies BreakHis data set using DNN based techniques
instructed by statistical and structural information. This method
specifically employs CNN, a Long-Short-Term-Memory and
their combination for breast cancer detection. The method with
the help of softmax and support vector machine is able give a
high level of accuracy. In [50] authors developed an integrated
approach of machine learning and deep learning model which is
trained on health records and linked mammograms. The method
obtained an acceptable performance as compared to that of the
radiologists. Under the hierarchy of artificial neural networks
feed forward back propagation model (FFBPN) has the typical
characteristic that each layer of neuron is linked to the previous
layer of neurons. A work given in [51] employs a FFBPN for
categorization of breast cancer images into benign and
malignant. The method was evaluated using Wisconsin Breast
cancer database. The network designed with three hidden layers;
21 neurons in hidden layer perform better as compared to other
existing methods. Besides these various other deep learning
methods can be found in [52].

Pros and Cons
Inbreast dataset; high accuracy; provide leverage to the training data; huge memory
requirement
Extract intricate features, noise issues result in significant difference in contrast resolution
Increased level of accuracy; requires training on extended level
Matching expert level diagnosis, FFDM, large memory requirement
Information measure of correlation, use of curvelet prior to feature extraction; thermal images,
Mammography; employs auto-correlation; probability; Entropy; Feature extraction from known database

[5, 39]
[5, 40]

Analysis of image in transform domain and SVM based classification
Compared with other CNN models; Data augmentation

[5, 41]
[42]

Parameters are initialized; Parasitic metric learning
performed better than GoogleNet

[43]

systematic comparison, time consuming

[44]
[45]
[46]

Designs a input output mapping function; uses extraction feature like gray level non uniformity
Mammogram based method; classifies malignant and benign masses; minimal error; direct application; do not
require human intervention; depends heavily on ROI curve.
Mammography; employs image registration methods

[47]
[48]

Requires small amount of data to estimate the necessary parameters; less accurate than SVM
Less accurate

• Table 3: Deep learning methods for breast lesion detection
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REFERENCES
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Witnessing a high mortality rate due to breast cancer the need
for automatic computer aided diagnostic tools is quite clear.
These CAD tools are being regularly employed by radiologists
and its impact on the research community is quite evident with
large amount of literature. This method acts as a second
interpreter and eventually strengthens the radio-diagnosis by
reducing the false positives. The reduction in number of false
positives is more important as it results in unnecessary
discomfort, cost and hazards of biopsy. CAD tools
progressively abridge the time between patient care and
management by reviewing and reporting the outcomes in few
seconds. A large number of novel and intuitive methods have
been given in literature, but none of the method is able suffice
for all cancer and lesion scenarios. This article has laid down a
general framework employed in a classifier approach for
breast cancer detection along with the recent trends in the
field. According to the brief survey it can be stated that
Support vector machine based classifiers are able to perform
with extended level of accuracy and precision. SVM is a
popular and established method based on statistical learning
theory. The following properties of SVM make them
extremely popular in CAD analysis (I) optimal subset for
learning; employs v-fold cross validation approach; high
number of spilt pages ensures higher differentiation. However
this method also has some limitations as it requires large
number of training data set; requirement of choosing
appropriate kernels and need to select one or more parametric
models to train the network. Besides this the convolutional
neural networks are also giving state-of-the-art performance in
terms of accuracy and precision. It is being found that the
quality of the input images largely affects the performance of
the complete model. For instance the pre-processing of source
images for noise removal and contrast enhancement plays a
major role in increasing the efficacy of the trained model as
noise prevalence can lead to increased chances of false
diagnosis. However in terms employment of noise removal
methods in CAD tools, not much attention has been given. It
seems in hoard of designing highly efficient classifiers, the
researchers tend to miss on to the implementation of efficient
denoising methods available in literature such as BM3D, Nonlocal Mean Filter and Patch based self similarity methods for
pre-processing. Although this may lead to a slight increase in
computational burden but the accuracy may increase manifold.
Similar is the case with the segmentation methods. These
employed methods hold a lot of margin for improvement. The
optimization based segmentation methods find the emerging
platform for effective segmentation of region of interests. Also
the methods feature extract could be more robust in terms of
feature selection. Including large number of features induces
redundancy which can be addressed by employing fusion of
significant feature details as selected features. Besides this
Full-field digital mammography methods holds a lot of
potential for future of breast cancer detection as they are able
to provide high resolution images. However these methods
require a large number of training data set and hence large
memory requirement. Therefore focus on pre-processing
methods, high resolution data and CNN can further amplify
our progress in the field of breast cancer detection.
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